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Abstract

Technology for coring from a low-mass rover has been developed to enable core sample acquisition where a planetary rover experiences moderate slip during the coring operation. A new stereo vision technique, Absolute Motion Visual Odometry, is used to measure rover slip during coring and the slip is accommodated through corresponding arm pose updating. Coring rate is controlled by feedback of the measured force of the coring tool against the environment. Test results in the JPL Marsyard show for the first time that coring from a low-mass rover with slip is feasible.

1. Introduction

Technology to enable core sample acquisition from a low-mass rover with modest slip during coring has been developed. The current state-of-the-art in coring and drilling from a planetary rover arm-mounted tool, represented by the upcoming 2009 Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) mission, assumes that the arm and rover act as a rigid platform for the coring tool or drill. The MSL mission rover will have a drill mounted on a manipulator. The manipulator will anchor the drill against a rock by pressing tines against the rock to provide a rigid base for the drill. The drill will then provide its own translational degree of freedom (DOF) and control of interaction with a rock. It is reasonable to assume that the rover will not move during the coring operation if the rover is big enough, as is the case for the MSL mission, but this assumption is not reasonable when the rover’s mass is low relative to the interaction forces with the environment or when the rover is on a slope where slippage of the rover is possible.

Future missions could benefit by enabling arm-mounted drilling or coring from a low-mass rover where the rover may experience modest slippage during the drilling or coring operation. A low-mass rover might be on the order of 100-200kg. Such a mission might be a Mars Sample Return mission where a low-mass rover acquires core samples that are stored and returned to Earth [1][2]. It is desirable to eliminate the need to provide rigid contact with the environment via pushing against the environment with tines and instead allow the manipulator to provide positioning of the coring tool relative to the environment. This could allow for a lower mass system and allow sensing of the tool-environment interaction to be done via sensors on the arm such as motor currents or torque sensing. To enable coring from a low-mass rover, NASA’s Mars Technology Program sponsored the work described here.

Figure 1 illustrates the problem that we are trying to solve. A low-mass rover has a coring tool at the end of a five DOF arm and we need to acquire a core sample with the rover on a 26 degree slope. Soil models indicate that a low rate of rover slip can be expected during the coring operation due to the vibration from the coring motor. This rate of slip will be small.
relative to the control bandwidth of the arm, so if the slippage can be measured, then it should be possible to reconfigure the arm to keep the tool aligned with the coring hole during the coring operation.

The overall approach for coordinated rover and arm motion to accommodate slip of the rover during a coring operation is to measure the rover slip and reconfigure the arm so that the tool remains aligned with the coring hole. If the rover slips far enough so that the arm reaches the edge of its workspace, then the rover is driven so that the arm is in the middle of its workspace with the coring bit in the hole. During this process the coring bit is not removed from the coring hole. There might be scenarios where removing the bit and reinserting it might be feasible, but it is preferred to find a solution where the bit remains in the hole until the sample has been acquired. In our approach a stereo vision technique, Absolution Motion Visual Odometry (AMVO), is used to measure the rover motion, from slip or driving, relative to its initial pose. This motion is accommodated by reconfiguration of the arm to keep the tool aligned with the coring hole. Single axis force control is used for motion of the tool along the tool axis in the hole during coring. Tool motor current and rotational velocity are used to measure binding as a safety feature. It was decided to not use six-axis force sensing and control of the tool in the hole because there is no flight qualified six axis force-torque sensor available for use. The approach described here enables coring with modest slip without the use of tines and using existing planetary rover manipulation and sensing capabilities.

2. Absolute Motion Visual Odometry

We developed Absolute Motion Visual Odometry (AMVO) to measure the six degrees of freedom (DOF) of motion of a rover for small motions of the vehicle (less than about 50 cm). We use this technique to accurately detect and measure the slippage that a rover undergoes while coring a sample from a rock in its environment. AMVO uses the same algorithm as visual odometry (VO) [3][4][5][6][7][8] but it uses the concept of a key pair to avoid the measurement drift associated with VO.

Stereo camera motion estimation, or visual odometry, is used to sense the 6 DOF rover motion due to slip during the course of coring activity. This 6 DOF of motion is represented by a transform that is used in a transform equation resulting in an updated arm configuration to keep the tool at the original pose (and then offset along the coring axis for the coring operation). Because only small motions need to be estimated, standard camera motion estimation methods are modified to use a key frame (image pair) taken before coring. All subsequent frames are then compared to this key frame and thus avoid the accumulation of error between successive frames. Because all motion is measured with respect to a single fixed frame, we term this method Absolute Motion Visual Odometry.

In order to use AMVO to compensate for rover motion during coring, it must be able to detect very small motions and run fast enough to be used in the real-time closed-loop system. Two implementations of AMVO were evaluated. The first was the more common technique of detecting, tracking, and robustly matching feature points [3][4][6][8]. The second implementation makes use of Euclidean constraints to select inliers and avoid tracking features [5]. Both techniques begin by autonomously selecting features in the first frame, matching them between left and right camera images, and triangulating their 3D positions. The first implementation then uses a correlation method to track the features to the next frame and triangulate the new positions, and then uses a rigidity test to reject outliers. Finally, this approach uses a least median squares with a weighted least squares matching method to robustly choose an initial motion estimation, and then refines this estimate with a non-linear maximum likelihood procedure that incorporates the stereo error covariances directly into the estimation. The second method does not track features, but rather detects features in the next frame, uses the SAD (sum of absolute difference) score from stereo matching to generate initial feature matches, and then refines the matches using geometric (point rigidity and angular motion) constraints. The motion of the matched points is then calculated using a non-linear optimization of image-space error. As a result, this algorithm can be implemented faster, but could suffer from some reduction in accuracy.

We found that both VO methods performed similarly for computing absolute motion, although the second (feature matching rather than tracking) could be implemented to be slightly faster (as expected). Both methods were able to detect 0.5mm motions, and could achieve better than 2mm accuracy for 4mm to 20cm motions in realistic outdoor Mars-like environments (more precise measurements could not be made due to limitations of our outdoor ground-truthing equipment). The full 6 DOF motion of the vehicle was ground-truthed by measuring three rover-
mounted fiducials with an outdoor laser surveying instrument. Motion magnitudes ranging from 4mm to 20cm were measured, and visual odometry was performed on the vehicle's 1024x786 (but makes use of image pyramiding) grayscale body-mounted "hazcams", which have an approximately 110 degree diagonal field-of-view. On the onboard 1.2GHz Pentium M CPU, our implementation of the first algorithm can be run at approximately 3Hz, whereas the second can be run at approximately 5Hz. Since the two algorithms produced similar results but the second algorithm was slightly faster, we used the second algorithm in our implementation of AMVO.

Results of AMVO in a small motion test are shown in Figure 2. The rover was commanded with the smallest possible motion and AMVO was used to measure the motion. This resulted in a measured motion of 0.54 mm.

3. Coordinated Rover-Arm Control

The arm motion to push the coring tool into the hole and accommodate rover slippage was controlled at 20 Hz with the arm command computed using Equations (1) and (2).

\[ R_{Ri}T(i) = R_{Rc}T(i) \circ R_{Ri}T \circ Ti^{Tc}T(i) \]  

(1)

\[ Ti^{Tc}T(i) = Ti^{Tc}T(i-1) \circ TC_{TS}(i) \]  

(2)

\[ R_{RcTc}(i) \] is the 6 DOF transform from the Rover frame initial pose where the coring operation started to the Rover frame current pose. This transform is computed by AMVO at each sample interval. \[ R_{RcTc}(i) \] is the transform from the Tool frame to the Rover frame at the start of the coring operation and is a constant. \[ R_{RcTc}(i) \] is the transform from the Tool frame current commanded pose to the Tool frame initial pose when coring was started. \[ TC_{TS}(i) \] is the transform that contains the sensor based motion command generated in the current sample interval. For coring motion, \[ TC_{TS}(i) \] has only a tool translation axis (Z axis) motion, \( \Delta z \), generated from force control. \( \Delta z \) is computed with Equation (3)

\[ \Delta z = K_f \ast (f_{zd} - f_{zo}) \]  

(3)

Where \( f_{zd} - f_{zo} \) is the difference between the desired average weight on bit of the coring tool and the measured average weight on bit, and \( K_f \) is the control gain. \[ R_{RcTc}(i) \] is computed each sample interval and then used in inverse kinematics to compute arm joint angles which are then commanded and controlled.

When the rover moves so the arm reaches the edge of its workspace, the rover is driven back to its pose at the start of coring to put the arm back in the center of its workspace. The rover motion is controlled in a separate process from the arm control so the arm control based on AMVO is used to autonomously accommodate the rover motion without any prior knowledge of the planned rover motion. And coring continues during this rover drive to reset the rover pose.

4. Implementation Environment

A coring tool was attached to the arm on a 65 kg six wheel rocker-bogie rover called Pluto, shown in Figure 1, and coring tests were performed. The Pluto rover has the same mechanical mobility system as the FIDO rover [10] but has a different mast and avionics system and has a five DOF manipulator. The avionics system has a 1.2GHz Pentium M CPU running Linux O/S. Arm and wheel motor control is done using ION commercial motor controllers from Performance Motion Devices, Inc. The coring tool is the LSAS coring tool from Alliance Spacesystems [11]. The LSAS tool is a rotary percussive coring tool weighing 400 grams and requires about 15 N average weight on bit. It rotates at 800 RPM with 3 hits per revolution, and requiring about 20 Watts.
5. Results

The objective of this work was to develop technology and show that coring from a low-mass rover is feasible for future Mars rover missions. The first step was to find a coring tool that represents the functionality of the coring tool that would be on such a mission. It was concluded that a percussive coring tool would be used because a percussive coring tool requires significantly lower weight on bit than a rotary friction coring tool. Since a representative percussive coring tool had never been used to acquire a core from a rover previously, an LSAS coring tool was mounted to the end of the Pluto rover five DOF arm and used to acquire a core, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4 shows the bit used in the coring test, the hole, and the resulting core. The results were significant in demonstrating for the first time the feasibility of core sample acquisition with such a device. The first significant result was that the core started without tines or a centering bit. The core started without a centering bit or tines because with a percussive tool the bit rebounds from the surface after each impact and returns to a nominal position. Disturbance forces that would cause the tool to skitter (move away from the coring position) are accommodated by the stiffness of the arm. The core was acquired at a rate of 2 cm/hour in limestone. Cuttings were artificially removed using a vacuum. Cuttings removal is a critical capability for coring tools and is not available in this first version of the tool. The test was stopped after one hour. The core was removed from the hole by inserting a thin metal rod down the side of the core and breaking it off. Core breakoff is another capability that needs to be added to such a device for planetary applications. The core was 2 cm long with constant diameter along its length. A longer core could have been acquired in a longer coring operation. This rate of coring, about 2 cm/hour is representative of the expected rate of coring for Mars mission applications. A wrist force-torque sensor was used to measure the maximum impact forces felt by the arm during the coring operation, and were measured to be about 60 N. The core quality was a second significant result. Coring attempts with other tools had resulted in broken cores. The low average weight on bit, 15 N, was also significant because that is an achievable applied force for a low-mass rover.

Coring on a slope with slip is shown in Figure 1 and Figure 5. The rover was placed on a 26 degree slope
in the JPL Marsyard and the tool was deployed to a limestone rock for coring. The AMVO control technique was used to keep the tool aligned with the coring target while the rover moved during the coring operation. Rover slip when starting the core and during the coring operation were autonomously accommodated by updating the arm pose based on AMVO feedback as described in section 3. Figures 6, 7, and 8 show the AMVO output in the Rover frame X direction (forward) and the measured arm Tool frame position in the same direction (changed sign so that they would overlap; the actual motions are in opposite directions) during the coring operation. The coring tool was turned on just before contacting the rock. The core was autonomously started and the coring operation continued for about 260 seconds. Then, in order to show robustness of the system to larger rover motions, the rover was purposely driven down the hill in steps to about 1 cm. The arm accommodation using AMVO kept the coring tool safely in the coring hole and continuing to core. Then to demonstrate driving the rover back up the hill to put the arm closer to the center of its workspace, it was driven up about 1.5 cm. Then it was driven down to the limit of about 13 cm from the starting point. The arm accommodated all motions, keeping the tool safely coring in the hole. Figure 6 shows the data over the whole motion where the rover moved 13 cm down the hill during the coring operation. Figure 7 shows the motion at the start of the coring operation. As expected, there is a small amount of slip by the rover (about 1.5 mm over 50 seconds), AMVO measures the slip motion, and the arm is commanded to change configuration to accommodate the slip motion. Figure 8 shows the AMVO output and arm motion when the rover was driven down and then up the hill at about 390 – 410 seconds. There is a slight lag in the arm motion to accommodate the AMVO outputs as expected. Figure 9 shows a back hazcam image used by AMVO during the coring operation. The results show that use of AMVO to generate arm commands works over the 13 cm of motion.

6. Conclusions
Technologies to enable coring from a low-mass rover for planetary applications were developed and demonstrated as part of this effort including starting a core without a centering bit or stabilizing tines, coring with low weight on bit, and coring from a rover that is experiencing slip. Absolute motion visual odometry was developed and shown to provide sufficiently accurate measurement of rover motion during the coring operation to be used to compute the arm accommodation to keep the coring tool in the coring hole. Development of additional technologies associated with the goal of coring from a low-mass planetary rover is continuing as part of this effort. The tool motor rotational speed and current are indicators of the binding of the tool in the hole. While we have demonstrated that AMVO was sufficient to measure the rover motion and reconfigure the arm for small and large motions of the rover while continuing coring, we plan on integrating motor current and speed for fine adjustment of tool position to minimize friction between the tool and hole. Since acquiring a core can take hours, the shadows of features will change during this time, potentially affecting the accuracy of AMVO relative to the initial key frames. We will investigate the affect of changing shadows and compensate for the shadow affects. Separately, coring tool technology is being advanced to include required capabilities for planetary applications including core breakoff, core retention, core ejection, and bit changeout.
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